Enhancing attention through training

Michael I Posner¹, Mary K Rothbart¹ and Yi-Yuan Tang²

Attention can be improved by repetition of a specific task that involves an attention network (network training), or by exercise or meditation that changes the brain state (state training). We first review the concept of attention networks that link changes in orienting, alerting and executive control to brain networks. Network training through video games or computer exercises can improve aspects of attention. The extent of transfer beyond the trained task is a controversial issue. Mindfulness is a form of meditation that keeps attention focused on the current moment. Some forms of meditation have been shown to improve executive attention reduce stress and produce specific brain changes. Additional research is needed to understand the limits and mechanisms of these effects.
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Introduction

We consider two brain training strategies to improve attention and other cognitive functions [1**]. Network training involves practice of a cognitive task thought to exercise specific brain networks related to attention. State training, on the other hand, uses practice designed to develop a brain state that may influence attention and other networks [2–6]. State training also involves networks, but it is does not include cognitive tasks designed specifically to train a network. Both aerobic exercise and meditation training can establish a state that appears to improve cognition, attention and mood [1**].

Training attention networks

Since attention involves a number of neural networks with different functions [7] there are many ways to improve one or more of these functions and thereby improve the efficiency of the network. Some of the cues for dissociations between attentional functions arise from studies of brain injury using the Attention Network Test (ANT) to classify patients. The ANT (see Fig. 1) is a cognitive task built around the flanker effect and designed to provide separate measurement of the alerting, orienting and executive networks [8]. Limitations in the reliability and utility of the ANT, especially for applied research, have been discussed [9]. While some efforts have been made to improve the test its main goal is to link behavioral changes in attention to the brain networks involved.

For example, in one study 110 stroke patients and 62 control participants were given the ANT [10]. Analysis of brain scans and ANT revealed three separate groups of patients: (i) those patients with thalamic damage showing deficits in alerting, (ii) parietal damage patients showing deficits in orienting, and (iii) patients with damage to white matter tracts connected to the anterior cingulate showing deficits in executive control [10]. This classification into three categories fits with many findings from imaging research summarized in Ref. [7].

Studies have used training techniques to improve attention in patient groups similar to those discussed above. Patients with thalamic damage and participants who are sleep deprived have trouble in obtaining a sufficient level of alertness to perform well in cognitive tasks. The use of auditory warning signals has been shown to provide a temporary improvement in performance and training to use the signals can improve both alerting and orienting functions [11]. Patients with right parietal damage often have problems orienting to signals that go directly to the damaged hemisphere. Training involving teaching the patients to instruct themselves to orient to the left during visual search improved performance [12]. Training in action video games has been shown to improve orienting network performance during visual search and similar tasks [13]. There is more doubt that general improvement in all forms of attention or learning occurs with videogame training [14,15**]. However, in a recent very extensive training study with video games and controls the authors do find that transfer to untrained paradigms in some forms of video games [15]. A similar controversy regarding transfer is found when training involves a specific but general network such as working memory [16,17].

Many studies of training executive attention have been carried out in children [18**,19,20] using computerized exercises designed to improve conflict resolution [19,20] or more general school curricula designed to exercise all aspects of executive functions [18**]. These studies have often demonstrated in improvement executive attention [18**] and some transfer [19,20]. While there is evidence
that self control score in childhood can predict adult performance [21] there are no studies showing that training the executive network in children can improve adult outcomes. Although most of the work in video games has been done with adults and most of the work on school curricula with children there is little evidence that training is limited to any one age.

There may be ways to enhance the success of network training. For example, there is evidence that training parents can greatly enhance the effectiveness of child training, presumably by getting the parent to support home activity [22]. It is also possible that brain stimulation through scalp electrodes or trans-cortical magnetic stimulation (TMS) may improve plasticity and enhance training [23]. The safety of the stimulation methods, particularly when practiced by consumers without training, remains an important concern [24]. Below we consider some state training methods that can be used either individually or in combination with network training.

Training brain states
A number of methods have been proposed for training a brain state that will foster attention and self regulation [1**]. Exposure to nature has been shown to be a useful method to improve attention [1**], and aerobic exercise has been shown in many studies to have broad effects on cognition including attention [6]. Meditation is a mental method that has the most similarities to the network training discussed above. In understanding the training of attention it is important to consider the way attention works during cognitive tasks.

When involved in cognitive tasks it is common for the human mind to wander to thoughts unrelated to the task [25] and mind wandering is often directed to the self [26]. In some cases there is awareness of the mind wandering and in other cases one is not aware until questioned. To determine the occurrence of such thinking it is valuable to employ experience sampling [27] where participants are probed to report whether or not their mind is wandering. In one such study participants carried out a sustained attention task [28] while being scanned with fMRI and probed as to whether their mind had wandered and whether they had been aware of that wandering. Findings suggest that both the default (a mostly midline network of brain areas showing correlated activity when the person is not engaged
in a task) and executive networks are active during mind wandering [29]. The activation in both networks is greater when the person is not aware of mind wandering prior to the probe. Meditation is a method that works to resist mind wandering and produce an attention focus.

Five different styles of meditation have been involved in over 400 clinical trials [30], but one style of meditation, mindfulness meditation seems to dominant current studies. Mindfulness meditation involves a set of mental practices designed to achieve control by the person over the direction of attention. This is done by either focusing on a specific content (e.g. ones breathing or a word) or keeping a relaxed state in which attention is not allowed to move away from the present state but is not focused on a particular content. Recent meta-analyses of the behavioral effects of meditation [31], functional brain systems involved [32,33] and structural changes in brain gray and white matter [34] have been generally favorable to changes in behavior induced by various forms of meditation training.

The meditative state is often accompanied by changes in measures related to autonomic activity often used as a biomarker for monitoring meditative states [31,32]. The central nervous system also undergoes changes following meditation training. Consistent structural changes found in a metaanalysis [34] are in the ACC and insula parts of the executive attention network [7].

Many of the early meditation studies compared long time practitioners with control participants selected to be similar to the meditators. Although many findings were of interest, it was hard to be sure that differences were due to meditation rather than to other differences between those devoted to the practice and controls. More recently longitudinal studies over periods of a week to several months have compared training with various forms of meditation to either waiting list or other controls. These studies allow random assignment and can attribute cause to the training. The studies have often found important differences attributed to meditation [2-5,32,33,34,35-37]. However, meditation training is itself complex and it remains unclear which aspects of the training are most important to obtain each of the changes discussed below.

**Longitudinal studies**

A series of meditation training studies have compared one week of integrated body mind training (IBMT), a version of mindfulness meditation, with an active control group given relaxation training [3,37,38]. The groups are randomly assigned. IBMT uses most of the methods of other mindfulness training including maintaining attention in the present without judgment and use of instruction to promote a state of high concentration on the present with minimal mind wandering. Relaxation training involves deliberate relaxation of each muscle group and has been widely practiced as a part of cognitive behavioral therapy. In comparison with the relaxation control group, one week of IBMT (30 min per day) produced better executive attention using the Attention Network Test, higher positive mood and lower negative mood in self report, lower secretion of the stress hormone cortisol following meditation after a mental arithmetic challenge and increased immuno-reactivity [5].

A month of IBMT in comparison with a relaxation training control group showed reduced cortisol at baseline (before any cognitive stress) and evidence that stress was reduced in a dose dependent manner. These changes do not seem to be dependent upon specific aspects of IBMT as they have been reported with other mindfulness methods [39]. However, one well documented form of training, mindfulness based stress reduction [40] has not been found to improve attention [41]. The reasons for this difference are not known.

The IBMT studies also examined both central and autonomic nervous system activity in comparison to relaxation controls. There was clear evidence of changes in activity in the ventral ACC and in its functional connectivity with the striatum [37,38]. These findings fit well with meta-analysis of meditation effects on functional and structural activation [4]. In addition two to four weeks of IBMT produced increases in fractional anisotropy (FA), an index of white matter efficiency [38]. These changes were found in a band of white matter tracts connecting the ACC to striatal and cortical areas. After two weeks, the changes were mainly in axial diffusivity (AD), often taken as a measure of axonal density, while after four weeks the study found both improved AD and improved RD (radial diffusivity, related to myelination) [38].

White matter is usually regarded as changing in development, but relatively fixed in adulthood. However, recent reviews have shown much more dynamism in adult white matter that can be changed rapidly in response to events such as demyelination in conjunction with multiple sclerosis [42].

A number of studies of network training have also found changes in white matter with practice [43-45,46]. The finding of an early change in AD followed later by RD is similar to the order of changes found in early development and raises the question of whether examination of behavioral changes that occur with learning in adults may provide added insight into the slower changes manifest during child development [38]. It is only possible to speculate on exactly how meditation and other forms of learning might work to alter white matter, but a recent
paper points to frontal theta as a possible important cause of these effects [47].

Clinical studies
Many physical and mental disorders involve deficits of attention [48], so an important goal of training attention is to treat disorders. There are correlations between the executive attention network and self control or self regulation in children and adults [49,50]. Since addictions have been related to deficits in self regulation [50] they are a natural target for such studies.

One such study has involved smoking addiction [51,52], but unlike most such studies participants were not committed to quit smoking, but were recruited for stress reduction. Smokers and non smokers were randomly assigned to two weeks of IBMT or two weeks of relaxation training. The IBMT group showed a 60% reduction in smoking as measured by a carbon monoxide meter, while the control group showed no significant reduction. Prior to training smokers showed lower activity in the anterior cingulate than non smokers, but the training produced an increase in ACC activation. The authors suggest that self regulation was reduced in smokers prior to training, but increased after IBMT training. Although there is increased interest in using training methods to improve several clinical conditions [48,49], research will be needed to understand more fully how this can best be brought about.

Future issues
Training brain networks and changing brain states have both proven effective in some studies as a means of improving attention. For network training, the degree of transfer to remote tasks remains an important issue. The claims that training in a single task improves vast areas of cognition seems to be unjustified. However, effort to train a set of tasks that might together make a more general improvement in attention and cognition remains a possibility.

State training does not involve a single task so the issue of how general the effects are is rather different than for network training. Some forms of meditation have been shown to improve attention [3,37], but others may not. For state training there are remaining issues about which methods are most effective, their mechanisms and how long they last following training. Executive attention appears to be important in achieving ability for self control. State training through meditation has been used to reduce addiction by increasing self regulation. Other disorders involving attention may also be improved by training, but more research on this is needed.
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